
How to Use Tradytics 
Research Tools
A comprehensive guide on how to use 
Tradytics research tools to build strategies, 
read about companies, and do research



What is Tradytics

We are an Artificial 
Intelligence Driven trading 
platform that develops a 
wide variety of tools to help 
you get an edge in the 
market.



Where is the edge?

We analyze over a million data points every day 
from options flow, intraday stocks data, news, 
insiders trades, and more.

Based on this analysis, our proprietary AI 
algorithms extract useful information that helps 
us gauge market directions well before time.
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Our most frequently asked question

How do I understand so many 
tools?
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Onboarding traders based on their 
preferences of what would they 
like to do e.g day trading, swing 

trading etc



This Guide

Markets and 
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This guide is about some of our 
stock research tools that you can 

use in your trading



Largest Insider Trading

An important rule for analyzing insider trading
“People can sell due to many reasons. However, they buy only because of one reason - they 

have positive expectations from the company”

www.tradytics.com/overall-market



Sector Rotations & Options Flow

Usually, options flow can predict incoming sector rotations. This is a useful 
widget in our Options Flow Market Dashboard

www.tradytics.com/options-market



Algorithmic Support and Resistance Lines

Plenty of professional traders use SR lines in their trading strategies. Our S/R 
line feature can create SR lines for both daily and intraday data.

www.tradytics.com/stocks-dashboard



Unusually Large Block Trades

Unusually large block trades can sometimes indicate a big move soon

www.tradytics.com/stocks-dashboard



Correlations and Cointegrations

www.tradytics.com/stocks-dashboard

Stocks with lowest correlation can be used as hedges to your 
positions

Cointegration helps in pair 
trading strategy



Monte Carlo Simulations

www.tradytics.com/tradytics-dashboard?ticker=AAPL

Monte carlo method is used to predict future price ranges based on historical 
data. This is better used to look at the lower and higher limits (risk reward) to 

gauge how the price might move in the next few weeks. 



Technical Indicator Backtesting

www.tradytics.com/backtester

Before following any technical indicator, it is better to backtest it and actually 
see how successful it has been in the past



Important News Events

www.tradytics.com/trade-sent

You can filter for the type of news you want and our AI will do the rest. This is 
another excellent tool to research companies



Thank You

Shoot us a message on our discord if you need more help


